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Abstract. In this paper, we propose a fully automatic method for the
coupled 3D localization and segmentation of lower abdomen structures.
We apply it to the joint segmentation of the prostate and bladder in a
database of CT scans of the lower abdomen of male patients. A flexible
approach on the bladder allows the process to easily adapt to high shape
variation and to intensity inhomogeneities that would be hard to char-
acterize (due, for example, to the level of contrast agent that is present).
On the other hand, a statistical shape prior is enforced on the prostate.
We also propose an adaptive non–overlapping constraint that arbitrates
the evolution of both structures based on the availability of strong im-
age data at their common boundary. The method has been tested on a
database of 16 volumetric images, and the validation process includes
an assessment of inter–expert variability in prostate delineation, with
promising results.

Keywords: prostate, bladder, 3D segmentation, coupled deformable
models, CT.

1 Introduction

An essential part of a successful conformal radiotherapy treatment planning
procedure is the accurate contouring of target volumes and organs at risk.

Because of the difficulty to accurately and reliably delineate structures in
medical images, this task has traditionally been assigned to medical experts.
However, manual editing is not only tedious but particularly prone to errors.

Semi–automatic or interactive approaches for segmentation allow the pratician
to have better control over the segmentation process [1,2]. However, they remain
time consuming and, especially for large databases, an automatic approach is
desirable.

The segmentation of pelvic structures is a particularly difficult task since
it involves soft tissues that present a very large variability in shape, size and
intensity, the latter depending on the presence (partial or total) or absence of a
contrast agent. The task is even more challenging in the case of prostate cancer,
since, in this case, the characteristics of the organs at risk (bladder, rectum) are
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highly variable and have an important influence on the shape and location of
the target organ itself (prostate).

After a short review of previous work, we present a novel framework for the
localization and coupled segmentation of the prostate and bladder in CT images.

2 Previous Work

2.1 Un–coupled Bladder and Prostate Segmentation

Registration Approaches. These methods have been tested for CT bladder
[3] and prostate [4] segmentation. Heavy variations in soft tissue (shape, size,
intensity) are difficult to capture by these approaches, but they remain quite
useful for initialization purposes.

Mathematical Morphology Approaches. Variations of these approaches
have been tested in [5, 6]. They are easy to automate and can be quickly tuned
and computed, but they are strongly dependent on the quality of the image.

Shape Deformation Approaches. Deformable models are quite flexible, since
they can include shape priors [7, 1, 8], atlas initialization [9], fuzzy criteria [10]
and multiple structure deformation [7]. Explicit models have been used for both
prostate [11, 12] and bladder [10] segmentation. Implicit models have also been
used to this end (see [8] for prostate and [13] for bladder segmentation).

Other Approaches. Other approaches include neural networks [2], radial
searching [14], polar transform based methods [15] and genetic algorithms [16,
17], among others.

2.2 Multiple Structure Segmentation

Overlap penalization is proposed for both explicit [18] and implicit [7] mod-
els. In both cases, overlaps are punished in terms of energy minimization. The
first approach couples multiple active contours in 2D video sequences through
a unique energy function. The second presents a Bayesian inference framework
where a shape prior can be applied on any of the structures. Neither approach is
able to handle non–characterizable intensity inhomogeneities within structures.

Statistical shape and appearance model approaches are used in [11, 19,
20,21,22], among others. In [20], a segmentation method using both an intensity
prior based on intensity profiles at each point and a geometric typicality (shape
prior) is proposed. In [19, 21, 22], a perfect partition of the image into classes
of similar intensities or textures is achieved. However, these techniques treat
objects sharing similar image characteristics as a single item; thus, topological
constraints between them cannot be enforced in the absence of a clear delimi-
tation of the structures (for example, in a non–contrasted bladder and prostate
case).
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In fact, the approaches that we have found in the literature impose quite
strong shape and/or appearance constraints on the structures involved.

The methods are therefore restricted to homogenous structures, or struc-
tures with characterizable inhomogeneities, which is not always the case in our
database of images. We are thus motivated to propose a fully automatic frame-
work for coupled bladder–prostate segmentation using explicit deformable mod-
els and a non–overlapping constraint. The method adjusts itself to different kinds
of bladder (homogenous, different levels of inhomogeneities). The characteristics
of the interface between both structures in the image are taken into account in
this constraint. Since the prostate shows a much better statistical coherency in
shape among patients than the bladder ( [7]), a prostate shape prior is enforced.

3 Our Approach to Bladder Segmentation

In order to put the CT images in a common reference frame, locally affine reg-
istration [23] is performed on the pelvic bone structures (since they show lower
variability than smooth tissues) and then interpolated to the soft tissues in the
image. This allows us to perform the same cropping process on all the images,
and to have a first localization of the target organs.

Fig. 1. Different types of bladders make the segmentation task challenging. From left
to right, homogenous contrasted bladder, non–homogenous bladder and homogenous
non–contrasted bladder (sagittal views). The rightmost image shows the variability in
bladder shape and size, even in registered images (sagittal view).

The bladder is first located and classified as homogenous or non–homogenous,
contrasted or non–contrasted (Figure 1) using a modified version of the region
growing approach with highly contrasted voxels located within a zone of low
intensity variability as seed points. Then, the segmentation begins by computing
an approximation of the structure through mathematical morphology operations.
A simplex mesh is deformed to fit this approximation. If the structure is not
homogenous, the model is divided into zones that correspond to those found
in the image data. The segmentation is later refined and smoothed using the
bladder in the CT image itself. This process is illustrated in Figure 2. A more
detailed explanation and validation of this method was presented in [24].
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Fig. 2. Progression of modified region growing algorithms for a non–homogenous blad-
der, in order to generate a binary approximation of the structure. Seed points are
indicated by arrows (left). An initial model is then deformed over the resulting approx-
imation, and eventually divided into zones (if required by structure intensity inhomo-
geneities). The segmentation is then refined using the original, grey level image.

4 Our Approach to Prostate Segmentation

4.1 Prostate Localization

We use prior information on prostate localization, which has been computed based
on the expert’s segmentations of the structure in our database images. These im-
ages had previously been placed in a common frame of reference for bladder seg-
mentation purposes using a non–rigid registration approach (see section 3).

4.2 Shape Statistics

The shape of the prostate across large patient population shows statistical co-
herency [7], but the image data is often not sufficient to establish the outline
of this structure, it is helpful to incorporate shape prior knowledge. We built a
shape model of the prostate from a database of training samples (CT images
and their corresponding segmentations of the prostate performed by an expert).
An initial deformable model was used to fit the manual segmentations of the
prostates in the database, thus assuring a point correspondence between the
models. A mean shape model and its principal deformation modes were com-
puted using a Principal Component Analysis approach.

4.3 Intensity Information

We obtain initial information about the intensity of the prostate in each image
from a small region inside the target structure. We define this region around a
starting point located inside the mean shape model. We choose, among all the
potential starting points, one located in a neighbourhood showing little intensity
variance within a previously computed interval in Hounsfield units.

4.4 Initial Prostate Model Deformation

At each time step t, the position of vertex Vi in the prostate model is computed
according to Equation 1.

V t+1
i = V t

i + λ(α(fPCA
i ) + β(fext

i ) + δ(f int
i )) + (1 − λ)(fglobal

i ) (1)
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where V t
i and V t+1

i are the positions of vertex i at time t and t+1, respectively.
Parameter λ is a locality parameter: we start with λ = 0, a purely global (rigid
+ affine) deformation, and move progressively towards a more local deformation
(0 < λ < 1). The influences of fPCA (the PCA–based regularization force),
fext (an image force that enforces intensity homogeneity within the structure)
and f int (internal regularization force) are weighted by parameters α, β and δ,
respectively. Their values have been set to 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3.

The force fPCA pulls the current model S towards SS, a ”smooth” surface
that belongs to the space spanned by the computed PCA modes of variation (for
regularization purposes) and fext pulls it towards SI, an estimated target surface
corresponding to the boundaries of the anatomical structure in the image. If we
assume that the normal n(u) to the current surface S(u) is oriented outwards,
the image guided term SI(u) can be computed at each iteration as S(u) + s� n
as

s� = arg min
s∈[−L;L]

v=L∑

v=−L

Gσ(|v − s|) ∗ f(I(S(u) + v n), μ, σ, sgn(v − s)) (2)

where s is the position of each vertex of the final mesh we want to evaluate, −L
and L are bounds on s, v is the position of the voxels along the normal of the
mesh at vertex s, and f(i, μ, σ, sgn) is a confidence estimation. This confidence
is a piecewise constant function that serves to increase or decrease the energy
term, depending on the values of two expressions: |I(S(u)−μ

σ | ≤ 2 and sgn(v−s).
For example, if the first term is false (i.e., the voxel’s intensity is not compatible
with the intensities found inside the structure) and the second term is true (i.e.
the voxel is located inside the mesh), a positive penalization value is added to
the energy term. Function Gσ defines a weight for the voxels that are taken into
account at each iteration step; it may be a Gaussian p.d.f., a generalized rectangle
function, or a combination of the two. The parameters are fully adjustable, to
penalize more (or less) a non-homogeneity inside the structure or zone.

Once this strict deformation process stabilizes, we bring prostate–bladder
model interaction into the game.

5 Context–Dependent Coupled Deformation

We present a coupled segmentation framework in which an asymmetric, non–
overlapping constraint is enforced.

The non–overlapping of the structure models is achieved through the use of
a specifically designed force to each mesh in the coupled deformation process
(inspired by ( [25])). At each deformation step, the areas enclosed by both the
prostate and bladder models are checked for intersection. If such an intersection
exists, a new elastic force, proportional to the distance maps to the meshes, is
added to both models in order to drive them appart.

If the prostate–bladder interface is sufficiently ”clear” (as in the case of con-
trasted bladders), we apply a symmetric non–overlapping force to both models.
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Fig. 3. Examples of the effect of the non–overlapping constraint in both partially clear
(first row) and fuzzy (second row) prostate–bladder interfaces. From left to right, the
independent evolution of prostate and bladder models, their coupled evolution with
our non–overlapping constraint, and a 3D view of the result.

If, on the other hand, the interface is blurry, a higher priority is given to the
model that contains the most information (like a shape prior), which is, in our
case, the prostate mesh.

Our proposed asymmetric, context dependent non–overlapping constraint
comprises interaction forces between the prostate and bladder meshes (FPoB

and FBoP ). To this end, the prostate shape model, the bladder model (FBoP )
and the strength of the border between the two in the image (f(|| � I||)) are
taken into account, as shown by equations 3 and 4.

FBoP = −ηP ∗ ((�DmapB)/|| � DmapB||) ∗ (DmapB − τB) ∗ f(|| � I||) (3)

FPoB = −ηB ∗((�DmapP )/||�DmapP ||)∗(DmapP −τP )∗(1−f(||�I||)) (4)

where

f(|| � I||) =

{ ||�I||
ϑ , if || � I|| ≤ ϑ (i.e., zone with low contrast)

1, if || � I|| > ϑ (i.e., zone with high contrast)

Parameters ηP and ηB weight the strength of the repulsion force, DmapB and
DmapP are the distance maps to the bladder and prostate models, respectively,
τB and τP are thresholds chosen on the distance maps (to establish a minimum
distance between the models, if desired), ||�I|| is the norm of the image gradient,
and ϑ is a threshold on the image gradient value to distinguish contrasted from
non–contrasted prostate–bladder interfaces.
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6 Results and Perspectives

The automatic segmentation algorithm was applied to a database of 16 CT
images of the lower abdomen of male patients. The results were compared to ex-
perts’ segmentations of bladder and prostate (the manual segmentation sets used
for training and validation are disjoint). Figure 4 shows the obtained sensitivities
and positive predictive values: the average sensitivity / positive predictive value
is 0.81 / 0.85 for the bladder, and 0.75 / 0.80 for the prostate.

Bladder Prostate
Image Sensit. PPV Sensit. PPV

1 0.82 0.94 0.73 0.99
2 0.87 0.95 0.86 0.92
3 0.88 0.94 0.75 0.91
4 0.86 0.89 0.95 0.72
5 0.89 0.97 0.72 0.81
6 0.86 0.86 0.79 0.81
7 0.91 0.96 0.86 0.87
8 0.87 0.85 0.82 0.94

Bladder Prostate
Image Sensit. PPV Sensit. PPV

9 0.87 0.93 0.76 0.84
10 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.84
11 0.91 0.93 0.80 0.89
12 0.82 0.77 0.72 0.89
13 0.69 0.92 0.79 0.64
14 0.82 0.79 0.89 0.82
15 0.94 0.97 0.79 0.90
16 0.85 0.97 0.74 0.77

Fig. 4. Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value results of the automatic segmentation
of the bladder (left) and prostate (right) with respect to the one performed by an
expert

For the validation of the prostate segmentations, we were able to assess the
inter–expert variability thanks to a database of 5 CT images in which the
prostates had been segmented by 3 different experts. We used the STAPLE [26]
algorithm to compute a mean expert segmentation, and compared both the
manual (expert) and automatic segmentations with respect to this mean. The
results (Figure 5) show that the automatic segmentations are not far from the
ones performed by the experts.

The results are promising, in spite of the low saliency (sometimes even in-
distinguishability) of the prostate in the images. The bladder–prostate interface

Expert 1 Expert 2 Expert 3 Automatic
Image Sensit. PPV Sensit. PPV Sensit. PPV Sensit. PPV

1 0.82 0.87 0.98 0.80 0.94 0.91 0.71 0.98
5 0.80 0.99 0.99 0.64 0.90 0.96 0.72 0.85
6 0.82 0.89 0.96 0.75 0.99 0.97 0.81 0.81
9 0.92 0.95 0.98 0.69 0.77 0.98 0.66 0.92
10 0.91 0.91 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.84 0.89 0.79

Fig. 5. Sensitivity and Positive Predictive Value of both the expert and automatic
segmentations of the prostate, with respect to the computed mean expert segmentation
using the STAPLE [26] algorithm.
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is correctly found. As the experts have confirmed, the prostate border that is
not shared with the bladder is difficult to delineate, since there is little or no
image information in this zone. This introduces some variability in the figures.
We will continue to investigate this, and we would also like to incorporate multi-
sequence analysis with MR and CT images, in order to have a better visibility
of the prostate. Eventually, we will include the rectum in the joint segmentation
process, since it is also an organ at risk during prostate cancer radiotherapy.

The work described in this article was performed in collaboration with Dosisoft, in
the framework of the European Integrated Project MAESTRO, funded by the European
Commission.
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